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Fixed Income & Data Services


Data is at our core


Manage risk, uncover opportunities, and make informed decisions in real-time with ICE’s end-to-end fixed income solutions. Reimagine your fixed income workflow from price transparency & discovery and efficient execution through to performance analysis.
Make informed decisions at the point of decision with actionable insight. Efficient trading technology with multiple protocols and solutions to meet your trading and risk management needs.



The Changing Face of Municipal Bond Markets

ICE Bonds, together with The Bond Buyer and Arizent, surveyed municipal market bond participants about where they find liquidity and the protocols they use.

Learn more










Increasing market transparency

Across geopolitics, climate, markets, and workforce; the paradigms are shifting rapidly and unexpectedly. To remain ahead of the curve, financial markets participants need comprehensive information and expertise to excel across various market scenarios.
Generational shift of private wealth and uncertainty across global markets are driving the financial ecosystem participants to redefine strategies to remain a step ahead of the unexpected.
ICE provides you with the data and insight that can help you identify potential opportunities across all asset classes. Our risk management tools and access to experts can help you navigate uncertain markets with confidence.
Discover our solutions for:




Data & Analytics


Our comprehensive data offering includes multi-asset coverage across reference data, pricing, and evaluations via a range of latency solutions and delivery formats

Risk Management


Access our platform and tools that help you successfully manage risk and reduce friction across workflows

Sustainable Finance


Utilize our data, indices, regulatory solutions and access to environmental markets to deliver your sustainable finance objectives with confidence

Index Solutions


Find out why active and passive managers benchmark trillions of dollars in assets under management against ICE Indices








Access opportunities

Finding a competitive edge is becoming harder in an age of information overload and proliferation of tools. Fixed Income and Mortgage markets are further fragmented across the value chain with use of different data sets, systems and processes with disjointed workflows for consumers, service providers and lenders.
ICE helps you unlock efficiencies across your trading lifecycle providing transparency on fixed income markets and connecting you with the market infrastructure to access and uncover opportunities.
Discover our solutions for:




Data & Analytics


Our comprehensive data offering includes multi-asset coverage across reference data, pricing, and evaluations via a range of latency solutions and delivery formats

Fixed Income


Manage risk, uncover opportunities, and make informed decisions in real-time with ICE’s end-to-end fixed income solutions

ICE Energy solutions


We provide access to liquidity and precision trading instruments across a global complex of energy products.

Mortgage Market Intelligence


Combined with our extensive data assets and proprietary analytics, you can expand your operational view to help increase efficiencies, generate and protect revenue and support compliance requirements








Providing resilient infrastructure

Machines and humans are pushing the boundaries of what technology means for the financial markets ecosystem. Cloud and AI innovations are changing the meaning of ‘work’. Digital infrastructure transformation is fast becoming an immediate necessity to drive greater growth for all firms.
ICE provides you with resilient solutions to help you develop digital infrastructure that can enhance your workflows. We provide the technology setup for innovation and transformation. Whether it is adoption of Cloud computing, or building powerful AI-powered modelling capabilities, ICE can help establish those digital networks, something we have been doing for over 20 years.
Discover our solutions for:




Desktop & Web Platforms


Our integrated network of platforms includes high-performance trading, messaging, analytics and order management capabilities designed with your workflows in mind

APIs


Enrich front office systems with ICE’s Data API solution, providing intraday access to fixed income pricing, on-demand analytics, reference data and more

Connectivity


ICE Global Network offers high quality content, delivery and execution services through an ultra-secure, highly resilient network

ICE Consolidated Feed


Aggregated content from 600+ global sources, Access to a broad universe of low-latency financial information with full depth-of-market data.







ICE FIXED INCOME MONTHLY REPORT

Bond markets: Five influences in 2024

Chris Edmonds — President, Fixed Income & Data Services, ICE

Read now





Related insights







Important disclosures
Securities products and services are offered through ICE Bonds Securities Corporation member FINRA, MSRB and SIPC. The information found herein, has been prepared solely for informational purposes and should not be considered investment advice, is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any financial product(s), is intended for institutional investors only and is not intended for retail customer use.


Get personalized support

Contact us for any questions about data and analytics.

Let's connect
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